If your DBCoil[IL] came with your bike, you will have a Base Tune card as a part of your Owner’s Pack. You can also get your Base Tune at canecreek.com. This is your starting point.

If you purchased your shock separately, the DBCoil[IL] is preset from the factory with the following neutral settings. Use the DIALED App to establish your Base Tune.

**Factory Neutral Base Tune**

**HSC** [High Speed Compression]

- **Plush**
  - **Turns:** 0
  - **Recommended Sag:** 28-33%

- **LSC** [Low Speed Compression]
  - **Supple**
    - **Clicks:** 0
    - **Recommended Sag:** 28-33%

- **HSR** [High Speed Rebound]
  - **Lively Pop**
    - **Turns:** 0
    - **Recommended Sag:** 28-33%

- **LSR** [Low Speed Rebound]
  - **Plush**
    - **Clicks:** 0
    - **Recommended Sag:** 28-33%
The adjusters on your shock have been set at the Cane Creek factory to the settings listed on the front of this card. To further optimize your suspension, Get DIALED.